
  
  

              
            

This version of the draft 2-page concept paper includes suggestions 
for modification advanced by the small work group of Phase 2 
Advisory Team members (identified on January 31, 2018) 

P20 Partnership for Principal Preparation 

"Equipping School Building Leaders to Successfully Turn Around Schools" 

This initiative seeks to develop a program that will bring together leaders from school districts that have a successful 
record of preparing aspiring principals, scholars from university-based graduate programs with national expertise in 
school leadership development, and potentially other entities with leadership development expertise (possibly Boards of 
Cooperative Educational Services, etc,) to collaborate on the re-design of preparation programs so that leaders who 
emerge are better equipped to turn around schools that struggle most. 

Using Title IIA funds that the federal government provides to INYS, we are proposing to establish models that can be 
used to spur and support a growing statewide network of Regional P20 Partnership Programs in  New York State that 
share the aim of improving principal preparation and thereby enhancing staff and school performance and contributing 
to improved student academic success. 

We are exploring opportunities to develop innovative partner.ships that will provide aspiring principals with the 
knowledge, skill, and experiences to lead, guide, and support schools to higher levels of performance with special 
attention to preparing candidates to successfully turn around chronically-struggling, high-need schools. 

Committed to advancing educational excellence and enhancing equity of opportunity, federal funds provide seed resources 
to underwrite the design and launch of model P20 Partnership Programs that are sustainable over time. These will: 

a.	Î Provide fully integrated, immersive, full-time internship learning experiences for aspiring principals that
Î
are grounded in a clinicallyrich, and well-supeNised set of practical experiences aligned to national
Î
standards
Î

b.	Î Develop a funding model that encourages and supports the recruitment of high quality candidates with special 
Note: This sectionattention to candidates from historically underrepresented groups. 
"b" is an addition 

c.	Î Develop competencies aligned to the 2015 Professional Stondords for E.ducotionol Leaders and use those as the focal 

point for competency-based determination of candidate readiness for certification
Î

d.	Î Provide an evidence-based, strategic model for the recruitment, selection, and placement of school leaders that 
Note: This section "d" reflects suggestionsaims to attract and retain effective leaders who are placed in optimal setting. 
from the RAND document on logic models 

e.	Î In collaboration with NYSED, communicate findings, results, and processes in order to develop a repository of best 

pracitces to improve P20 school partnerships. 
 NOte: This section "e" has been reworded slightly 
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Sticky Note
This is a rewrite of 'd' on the original

rosenbli
Sticky Note
this replaces 'c' on the original and is based upon the logic models in Rand article.

rosenbli
Sticky Note
removed "extended and year round" and added "fully integrated, immersive, and full time"

Added "aligned to national standards"

rosenbli
Sticky Note
Added this sentence to address questions related to funding and recruitment of candidates from underrepresented groups.



  

   

 

   

      

 

 

   

  

 

   

 

   

 

      

   

 

     

        

     

e.	à Couple existing capabilities that a district has to monitor the identification, development, and placement of school
à
leaders (capabilities presently exist or are currently being pilot tested) with data analysis and reporting abilities to
à
provide a foundation for a credible third party evaluation that will monitor and quantify model impact thereby
à
helping NYS to meet the evidence requirements of Every Student Succeeds Act.
à

f.	à Specify the expectations and professional responsibilities of mentors and coaches of aspiring principals 

g.	à Ensure that decisions are shared by university-based scholars and field-based practitioners regarding candidate
à

readiness for certification.
à NOte: This section "g" has been re-ordered but content is unchanged 

h.	à Design and implement an internship experience that ensures a knowledgeable in-district expert will obseNe,
à

supeNise, mentor, coach, and attest that a candidate has demonstrated competency with respect to a particular
à

certification standard
à
Note: This section "h" keeps content intact but changes the tense 

i.	à In lieu of School Building Leader (SBL) examinations, design competency-based assessments that call upon candidates 

to identify a problem of practice for a school, to design and lead the implementation of the inteNention, and then to 

evaluate and document in what way and how well the inteNention improved staff functioning, student learning, or 

school performance. 

j.	à Culminate in issuance of a micro-credential that is recognized by NYS as partial fulfillment of the requirements for 

School Building Leader (SBL) certification Note: THis section "j" is still under construction 

k.	à Establish for each funded Partnership Programs a written agreerment between the district and the university that
à
stipulates how revenue collected during an internship benefits the organization(s) and individual(s} that bear
à
responsibility for supeNising candidate internship.
à

Note: This section "k" inserted a modifier ("Funded") prior to Partnership 

I.	à Design and implement a process whereby judgments of candidate readiness for certification that are made by each
à

program are comparable across individual, program, and year and that these judgments are educationally sound,
à

credible, defensible, reliable and valid for their intended purpose
à
Note: This setion "l" added "these" before judgments 

m.	àSet and meet goals, targets, and milestones (and then report success in efforts) to recruit, select, develop, and place in 

school leadership roles individuals from historically under-represented populations and subsequently to annually 

increase the number and percent of candidates from these historically-under-represented student populations who 

assume school building leader responsibilities. 
Note: This section "m" struck the phrase "in a struggling school and successfully improve on the schol's performance 

n.	à Pair internship with high-quality coaching and mentoring support that extends through first full year that a candidate is 

in the principal job (enumerating what will the university, the district, and each schoolwill do to assure quality 

mentoring/coaching) Note: Sections "n" and "o" have not yet been considerd by the small group 

o. Implement ways to build sustainability and progressively shift financial responsibility from the state to the P20 partnership 
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We did not discuss these
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Sticky Note
We struck "in a struggling school and successfully improve on the school's performance"
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Sticky Note
added 'these' before judgments and struck "made about candidate fitness"
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Sticky Note
added 'funded' before Parternship
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Highlight
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Sticky Note
We began a discussion but ran into some complications and tabled this one

rosenbli
Sticky Note
removed "calls upon" and replaced with "ensures"; removed "to observe" and replaced with "will observe"
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Sticky Note
Removed the first part of the sentence and added it to the end of the sentence.




